
License Statistics v6.2 Release Notes
License Statistics version 6.2 includes the enhancements and fixes detailed below. Most of these improvements were made in response to customer 

. For more information on how we incorporate customer feedback into our development process, see  . feedback Customer-driven development

For information about activating your License Statistics license, see   or Activating a License Statistics license on Windows Activating a License Statistics 
.license online

New functionalities

License Statistics v6.2 includes the following new functionalities.

Issue # Description

LICSTAT-16364
LICSTAT-15990

New API and UI reports for license usage by a selected user/user group, including:

Current Usage
Denials

Enhancements

License Statistics v6.2 includes the following enhancements.

Issue # Description

User interface

LICSTAT-16355 Added description to clarify "Display LDAP-defined names" field in Report Settings on Miscellaneous page. 

LICSTAT-16354 Show aggregation in progress message on Usage Per User grid after the group is created, instead of displaying "data not available" 
message.

LICSTAT-16353 Stop refreshing the page after responding to "Share anonymous statistics" prompt.

LICSTAT-16339 Show tooltip with host details on Current Usage On Multiple Hosts report.

LICSTAT-16252 Disable window moving for mobile devices.

Additional enhancements

LICSTAT-16419 Improved logging of license utilization.

LICSTAT-16230 Introduced High Performance Computing (HPC) license threshold checking, including:

email notifications in case of threshold exceeded
read-only mode enabled in case of threshold exceeded
license details page extended with HPC details

Fixes

License Statistics v6.2 includes the following fixes.

Issue # Description

LICSTAT-16570 Fixed an issue with gauges on License Details Page not displaying in Firefox.

LICSTAT-16481 Fixed an issue with user role having ability to edit user and host details.

In addition to learning about the changes in this release, we highly recommend reviewing the , License Statistics v6.0 Release Notes License 
 and  if you are upgrading from an older version.Statistics v5.15 Release Notes License Statistics v5.14 Release Notes

Note that this feature is available only when using the .new licensing model (2019)
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LICSTAT-16438 Fixed an issue with undefined hosts on Aliases grid.

LICSTAT-16430 Fixed an issue with imported license servers not appearing in Usage History page.

LICSTAT-16425 Fixed an issue with displaying empty connection settings form for LICMAN license manager.

LICSTAT-16413 Fixed an issue with inconsistent usage for RMS Sentinel license manager.

LICSTAT-16408 Fixed an issue with displaying chart on Dashboard for hidden feature.

LICSTAT-16366 Fixed typo in EULA displayed during installation on Windows.
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